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Deejay Curvy Releases Debut Electronic/House Single ‘CTRL’ 

For Immediate Release
Amy Rebecca aka Deejay Curvy drops her captivating debut single “CTRL”. The electronic/
dance single contains every element to get listeners grooving and uplifted. "CTRL" takes the 
listener on a musical journey where Deejay Curvy showcases her artistic versatility infusing a 
nostalgic house style with a modern electronic vibe. The emotion-drenched vocals and 
atmospheric instrumentation seamlessly work together for a must-listen record. “CTRL” is 
driven by an infectious arp melody, pristine percussion, and a driving baseline. 



The uplifting beat and melodic elements give the vocal a motivating, personal feeling. With 
powerful lyricism, Deejay Curvy maintains a fully charged arsenal of high-quality music, 
supporting the fact that she is set to make a strong impact on the music industry and the charts. 
This release is a testament to Deejay Curvy’s versatility as a musician and her innate talent. 
“CTRL” offers a groovy production that will have listeners under CTRL and wanting to hear 
more. The track will be out on all digital stores on October 20th. 

About Amy ‘Curvy’ Rebecca
Amy Rebecca, or better known as Deejay Curvy, is an artist, model, multi-instrumentalist, and 
DJ originating from Miami, Florida, and raised in the Dominican Republic. From an early age, 
Amy was immersed in music and has since developed her love for the art playing the clarinet, 
saxophone, guitar, and flute. In 2016, Amy moved to Los Angeles after finishing college to grow 
in her newfound love: fitness. In 2017, she won the WBFF Beverly Hills competition and 
became a certified PRO in the bikini category. This led her to compete in the 2018 WBFF 
European Championship where she placed top 10 in the continent. Her time in Los Angeles saw 
her be featured in music videos such as “El Anillo” by Jennifer Lopez, “Swap Meet” by Tyga, and 
“In da bank” by Famous Dex. Moreover, she achieved covers and features with renowned 
magazines Cosmopolitan, Harper’s BAZAAR, FHM, ELLE, Maxim, and Esquire Latin 
American. Now based in New York City, Amy is a graduate of DJ academy The Foxgrove and a 
signee of celebrity management agency Ramiro Productions. With every release, Deejay 
Curvy’s goal is to have listeners engulfed into the world she creates with her atmospheric 
approach and powerful sound. An artistic triple threat, Deejay Curvy is an artist to keep an eye 
on and ear out for as she is set to cement herself in the music industry for years to come. 
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